
TOTAL
SETS/REPS 2/8

WORK 00:20
REST 00:10

TOTAL 10:00 TOTAL
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER TIME DESCRIPTION
Warm-up/activation

3v1 rondo diamond and triangles - SD
TEAM DATE SESSION TIME 8v5 - 3v1 positional play - SD

EQUIPMENT EMPHASIS/THEME Eyes + Ideas, Figure It Out + Fake Them Out

Cones, balls, bibs, mini-
goals

Perception, space, movement
1v1 reactive agility

2-ball, 4-player

Week of Nov 2 2020 - S2 4 goal shooting in frame
TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION 9-Clap, Me/We/You, Jump rope challenge

1/4 field Med 75:00  Cooldown - Dragon, lizard, butterfly, pigeon

ACTIVITY 1 Warm-up/activation ACTIVITY 2 1v1 reactive agility

A-walk 1 player is the "leader", the other
butt kickers, hamstring scoop, A-skip player is the "mirror"
Frankenstein, 2x front plank, Review CMJ

PHYSICAL ACTIVATION FUNCTIONAL/SPORTS SKILLS SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
Box-5 Seated arm swings Players face each other as shown -

Jog, hips-in/out, high knees,

swings, high skips Sole roles (side/side, fwd/back, switch feet) coordinate use of upper/lower body on Switch roles
V-inside, V-outside, switch feet, Messi slide change of direction movements, balance and

2x lateral plank, 4x glute bridge, Toe touches COACHING POINTS On start, the leader moves from
jog w/ arm circles, jog w/ arm Bells Look for athletic stance on lateral movements, cone to cone, mirror must follow

Eyes+Ideas, Figure It Out + Fake Them Out directions - add ball

Juggling weight distribution, avoidance of crossovers PROGRESSION
Partner pass, shooting Leader allowed to feint, change

ACTIVITY 3 2-ball, 4-player ACTIVITY 4 3v1 rondo diamond and triangles - SD
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

4x 15x15 yds
Set up players in groups of 4

10x10 yds (age-
appropriate)

3v1 rondo - only one player may
1 player (A) is the receiver, B and be in a triangle at a time

C with a ball - B passes to A who must
the pass to the open player (D) -

Pass to back foot Open body positions, anticipate movement player who lost ball going
Receiver open to the field of the ball to middle

Can either do timed-base rotations
COACHING POINTS C then passes to A who passes to COACHING POINTS or have central player go to

Use 2-touches the open player (B) Encourage looping runs out/into triangles empty triangle on transition with

Eyes + Ideas - Figure It Out, Fake Them Out - Do It, Did It Work Copyright © 2020  205 Sports

Receiver check away and to diamond/triangles

PROGRESSION PROGRESSION
Deliver the ball more quickly If game is too easy/hard, adjust spacing of Limit touch count



TOTAL TOTAL 20 mins
SETS/REPS SETS/REPS

WORK WORK
REST REST

ACTIVITY 3

Eyes + Ideas - Figure It Out, Fake Them Out - Do It, Did It Work Copyright © 2020  205 Sports

White - out of possession take away options approach - when flighting ask for angled approach

Red outside - be available, look for switches PROGRESSION using an external focus - with laces, encourage locking PROGRESSION
White - in possession try to draw and switch Limit touch count of ankles, avoid scooping the ball, relative straight Add targets in goals (bibs tied to net)

positions, keep the ball moving, avoid pressure, feint players to take a longer last stride to the ball to Develop both laces and flighted
Red central players - try to combine thru middle increase hip flexor tension - communicate techniques

COACHING POINTS COACHING POINTS distances - coaches monitor technique,
Both teams - play the way you face, open body Look at position of plant foot relative to ball - ask help players make corrections

Players as shown below Start with partner passing before goals
Assign points for passes in/out, Small groups of players (2-3) are 

across grid, through central to each goal - players take turns
players as shown below striking the ball from steadily increasing

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION

1/4 field Med 75:00  Cooldown - Dragon, lizard, butterfly, pigeon

ACTIVITY 5 8v5 - 3v1 positional play - SD ACTIVITY 6 4 goal shooting in frame

Week of Nov 2 2020 - S2 4 goal shooting in frame
TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION 9-Clap, Me/We/You

3v1 rondo diamond and triangles - SD
TEAM DATE SESSION TIME 8v5 - 3v1 positional play - SD

EQUIPMENT EMPHASIS/THEME Eyes + Ideas, Figure It Out + Fake Them Out

Cones, balls, bibs, mini-
goals

Perception, space, movement
1v1 reactive agility

2-ball, 4-player

IC3 - INTELLIGENCE, COMPETENCE, COURAGE, CHARACTER TIME DESCRIPTION
Warm-up/activation

MANAGE ONESELF MANAGE SPACE MANAGE THE BALL
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